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Securing z/OS
APF-Authorized Libraries

By  D i n e s h  D a t t a n i

IT is true that, compared to other platforms,
mainframe security is robust and reliable.

There are multiple levels of controls and
levers at your disposal, and you have the abil-
ity, if you are so inclined, to protect your sys-
tem more securely than Fort Knox. This is the
main reason why you don’t hear of viruses and
other such stuff showing up on mainframes.

But - and here is the catch – it is usually
left up to the installations to pick and
choose the security features that best suit
their environment. Therefore, it is up to you, the security profes-
sional, to make sure you have implemented the right controls for
your specific system.

Of the many things you have to do to protect your z/OS (or MVS,
OS/390) system, there is one area which requires special attention - that
of securing your z/OS APF-Authorized Libraries.

(APF stands for Authorized Program Facility. Henceforth in this dis-
cussion we will refer to them simply as Authorized Libraries.)

WHY SECURE AUTHORIZED LIBRARIES?

Authorized Libraries contain "authorized" programs that have spe-
cial powers. Typically, these programs belong to, or are extensions of,
the z/OS Operating System.

The reason authorized programs are a security concern is because
they have the capability to bypass all the security checks and safe-
guards you have put in place via your security software, be it RACF,
ACF2 or Top-Secret.

Authorized Libraries, of course, are needed, for that is where most
of the Operating System software programs reside. In addition, many
vendor products also require that their programs be placed in these
highly sensitive libraries in order to function. If you trust the vendor,
then go ahead and let their programs run authorized.

So far so good. The question is what happens if a rogue program
were to make its way into an Authorized Library? That is, where the
entire mainframe security would be compromised. And since these
days mainframes are quite often connected to wider networks, and even
to other mainframes, the security of the whole enterprise is at risk.

Who would want to place “unauthorized” (or rogue) programs in an
Authorized Library? Well, for starters, a disgruntled employee may
want to do this, or maybe an intruder wanting to break into your sys-
tem. These individuals will look for an un-guarded Authorized Library,
and place in it a rogue program that they wrote.

If they succeed in doing this, they can bypass RACF and other
security controls you have put in place. Think of an invisible person
freely going in and out of your house, despite all the locks and alarm
systems, and you get the idea.

No wonder Authorized Libraries are the target of choice for mali-
cious persons. And these individuals are the main reason why you need
to protect these libraries.

Yet, proper protection of Authorized Libraries is often overlooked.
The system programmers using them are happy as long as they have
access to them; they are not concerned about who else has access. On
the other hand, the security folk, although they know how to protect
data sets securely, need to be told what information is sensitive
before they act. They may or may not know what is important from
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//DSMONX JOB (),'YOUR NAME',     
// MSGCLASS=X,TIME=10                                  
//DSMON   EXEC  PGM=ICHDSM00                            
//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*                                  
//SYSUT1    DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=SYS1.PARMLIB                 
//SYSUT2    DD  DISP=(NEW,CATLG),DSN=DSMON.REPORT, 
//                     UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(2,1)),                       
//                     DCB=(RECFM=FBA,LRECL=133,BLKSIZE=6118)              
//SYSIN       DD  *                                         
FUNCTION SYSAPF                                           

FIGURE 1: JCL CODE
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a technical perspective. Many of them have
not even heard of Authorized Libraries.

From the enterprise perspective, what good
is it protecting all your other important data
such as payroll and HR records, when you can
have rogue programs that will bypass security
controls and access these anyway? Thinking
that security profiles alone will protect your
installation is a false sense of security if even
one Authorized Library is left open to misuse.

So, what you need to do is, find out all legit-
imate Authorized Libraries, protect them ade-
quately, put in place procedures for updates to
these libraries, and lastly, conduct a periodic
review of the access lists of people who can
make changes to them.

Follow these simple steps. You may find you have dozens of
Authorized Libraries. For each one, you will have to examine the
RACF settings and possibly make changes. This may take a while,
especially the first time you do this.

STEP 1: IDENTIFY AUTHORIZED LIBRARIES

In this column, we will look at how this is done for installations
using IBM’s RACF security software. Similar protection can, of
course, be achieved using ACF2 or Top Secret, the other two main-
frame security software products.

If we want to put RACF controls around Authorized Libraries, we
must first identify them.

They are specified in SYS1.PARMLIB. You can poke at this parameter
library, and look in various members such as LNKLSTxx, IEAAPFxx,
LPALSTxx, and PROGxx, to see which libraries are specified as authorized.

But a better method to catch them all is to run an IBM utility called
DSMON (Data Security Monitor) provided by IBM.

The JCL to run this utility is shown in FIGURE 1. You will need the
RACF AUDITOR attribute in order to run this JCL.

DSMON provides a lot of security information in various reports,
but here we will zero in on a report that identifies Authorized Libraries
only (FUNCTION SYSAPF specification in above JCL).

The output appears in the report in FIGURE 2. The list shows all APF-
Authorized Libraries at your installation.

STEP 2: MAKE SURE ALL LIBRARIES IN THE LIST
ARE PROTECTED

Look under the column “RACF Protected” for each APF data set. It
should say YES. If it says NO, then you need to create a profile to pro-
tect this library ASAP!

STEP 3: MAKE SURE THERE ARE INDIVIDUAL
RACF PROFILES

Even if all your Authorized Libraries are protected, this merely
means there is a RACF profile covering it. It does not mean that the
profile is appropriate.

If an Authorized Library is protected by a profile that also protects
other data sets, then it is likely that the access list is a watered-down
version of what is appropriate for Authorized Libraries.

Ideally, you want a specific (fully qualified generic) profile for each
Authorized Library. This way you will be better able to control grant-
ing of access to them.

Enter the command —

LD DA(‘apf.dataset.name’) ALL

If a profile is listed, then you know you have an individual profile for
that library. Go to step 4. If no profile is found then enter the command —

LD DA(‘apf.dataset.name’) GENERIC

It will show you the name of the generic profile that covers this
dataset. Use this generic profile to create an individual profile for the
Authorized Library —

ADDSD DA(‘apf.dataset.name’) FROM(‘apf.dataset.**’)

By doing this, you are copying the access list (and other information)
from the more generic profile, so you will not remove existing access
from users.

STEP 4: EXAMINE THE UNIVERSAL ACCESS

Look at the UACC (universal access) column. The correct UACC
should be NONE, or READ. If it is anything else – UPDATE, ALTER,
CONTROL – then you should take steps to reduce it to READ or
NONE. If any individual profiles were created in step 3, then the
UACC of these should also be checked and reduced if necessary.

Of course, care must be taken while doing this. The rightful users
have to be added to the access list before you reduce the Universal
Access. Otherwise, the rightful users will lose the access they were get-
ting via the UACC specification.

STEP 5: EXAMINE THE ACCESS LISTS

Now that you have individual profiles for each Authorized Library,
enter this command for each one —

LD DA(‘auth.lib’) ALL

Examine the access list, and verify that the right people have the
right level of access. Pay particular attention to the generic id(*). If it
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RACF DATA SECURITY MONITOR                               
S E L E C T E D     D A T A   SETS     REPORT

DATA SET NAME VOLUME SELECTION RACF RACF UACC
SERIAL CRITERION INDICATED PROTECTED

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SYS1.MQ.LOADLIB SYSRES   APF       N Y READ
DB2.LOADLIB      VOL123 APF     N Y UPDATE
SYS2.CICSLOAD     VOL333    APF       N Y READ
. . . 
. . . 
. . .  
SYS3.VENDOR.AUTH VOL999 APF N Y READ

FIGURE 2: OUTPUT
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is there with, say UPDATE access, then this is as good as the UACC
being UPDATE – reduce it to READ or NONE.

As with UACC changes in step 4, apply due diligence when making
changes to access lists in order not to “burn” anyone.

You are now done! But wait — you now need procedures and prac-
tices to make sure things remain clean.

ON-GOING CHECKLIST

You need to do the following on an on-going basis:

1. Perform a regular review and revalidation of UACC and access
lists. This will ensure people who have moved to other jobs, or
who have left the company are no longer in the access lists.

2. Institute a process to add a new APF library properly, after
creating an individual profile, and have a process to remove the
individual profile if the library is removed from the APF list.

3. Revalidate your Authorized Libraries periodically. Keep them to
a minimum. Ask for justification and approval for each new one.

4. Have Change Control in place to ensure that additions and
deletions of individual members to authorized libraries only take
place after approval.

5. Pay particular attention to violations against Authorized Libraries.

SUMMARY

If the right controls are not implemented, then your installation’s
security is at risk. After all, security is only as good as its weakest link.
And in the case of mainframes running the z/OS (or MVS, OS/390)
Operating System, your weakest link may very well be the fact that you
are not protecting your Authorized Libraries adequately.  

NaSPA member Dinesh Dattani is a Mainframe Security Consultant in
Toronto, Canada. He can be reached at dinesh123@rogers.com
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